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A Review on Recent Advances in Content-Based Image 




Since the advent of visual data on the Web, there has been a more significant 
increase in image search activity. Lack of knowledge of visual content can lead 
to inconsistencies in methods that employ text retrieval. Searching an image 
and getting a relevant image is a challenging research issue for the computer 
vision community. The value of recent research on Content-Based Image 
Retrieval (CBIR) has gone up significantly in the last decade because it has 
focused on discovering relevant images. The first is the problem is due to the 
intention gap and the second is due to the semantic gap. A good deal of work 
has been done on CBIR, image classification, and interpretation of images in 
the last two decades. The paper presents a systematic overview of recent 
research in the field of CBIR paper. Also, the images have a lot of features that 
make them stand out from others, the comprehensive analysis of various feature 
extraction and image processing techniques such as color, texture, shape, low-
level feature extraction, and recent machine and deep learning techniques is 
given in this paper.  The prospective research directions are explored in-depth 
and finally concluded in order to stoke interest in further research in this field.  
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The World Wide Web is a digital medium of information in which information is explored 
around the world by as many people as possible. The search engine (Hernández, Rivero, 
and Ruiz, 2019) is a tool used by internet users to search for the results of their needs and 
return pages or images from searchable locations (e.g. website, a searchable image, or 
video). Now here come web crawlers or web spiders, which scan the internet looking for 
web-accessible information and copy the results into a centralized location where they 
can be easily analyzed by the search engine (Vishakha, 2019)(Vagač et al., 2016). Web 
spider-based applications are making their way into more uses in various search engines, 
scraping data, and cyber security, so the greater the daily value and frequency of their use, 
 
 
the more spiders become (Samuel, 2019). Billions of people are expected to post and view 
digital images with the advancement of digital devices and the expansion of the internet. 
Since having equal access to digital images and the Internet expands the ways that we can 
search images, there are numerous new applications that we didn't know about. The 
algorithm searches for visual documents in an unstructured document collection in which 
it is easy to search for images of all types of text or images which match the search terms 
(Hanjalic, 2012). While image searching has been thoroughly investigated since the early 
1990s, other techniques have yet to truly flourish due to a lack of user attention, but these 
other scalability issues have still opened the door for advances in computer vision and 
multimedia. Without going through the hassle of uploading and reindexing each piece of 
visual content, such as a piece of artwork, a traditional image search engine will only look 
at surrounding metadata, like titles and tags (Hwang, Lee, and Ha, 2020). Instead of 
attempting to return an accurate image for a given query, the algorithm that does most of 
the keyword expansion looks for textual information and returns relevant images(Hwang, 
Lee, and Ha, 2020)(Guinness, Cutrell, and Morris, 2018). This approach has shown to be 
more effective in the past. More specifically, content-based visual retrieval is difficult due 
to the inherent absence of comprehension and the semantic gap. This difference intends 
to make a point about the difficulties faced by the user. A useful question expands into an 
accurate picture or sketch illustration that helps to represent the expected results or 
impacts the reader can see. To obtain, the index, you should always run the file through a 
keyword and map file browser first, as an O(N*log(N) approach (O is the number of 
random locations that each element must be queried) works as opposed to an O(N**2) 
approach that takes the logarithm of the number of locations to compute each 
variation(Yang et al., 2019). It develops at a high level due to the ambiguity in articulating 
the low-level visual processes concerning the higher-level cognitive functions. A lot of 
attempts have been made to close the gaps on both sides of the education and business 
sectors to expand these paraphrases. The main goal of this paper is to trace recent 
developments in Content-Based Image Retrieval while searching image data. These 
recent developments in CBIR modeling, especially those associated with machine 
learning and deep learning, are explained in detail with current concepts for computer 
vision. Additionally, future work in this area may include the expansion of studies that 
promote more research.  
 
 
The organization of the paper is in this manner, and now follow is the expansion: In 
Section 2 Image search engine and the current issues in its working is given. In Section 3 
CBIR system and its workflow along with feature extraction methods required are 
discussed.  SECTION 4 discusses color-based feature extraction, SECTION 5 covers 
texture-based feature extraction, SECTION 6 mentions CBIR-shape feature extraction 
and SECTION 7 shows additional techniques for CBIR low-level feature extraction. 
SECTION 8 addresses the existence of extensive use of basic Machine Learning 
techniques and discusses results from using them, and SECTION 9 highlights how CBIR-
based learning has been applied successfully in the world of commerce and the conclusion 
of the study is given. Finally, SECTION 10 ends with future recommendations in CBIR. 
 
2 Image Search Engine 
 
Multimedia Information Retrieval (MIR) has emerged as an even more significant 
technology in the exponential rate of technology growth, which gives rise to 
significant amounts of multimedia content with ubiquitous access to both the images 
and videos. The increased complexity in Multimedia Information Retrieval and 
satisfying semantically rich, contextual, and individual needs have demanded level 
of quality is becoming a priority(Hanjalic, 2012). This concept can be quite 
challenging for people with poor vision, there are many difficulties for individuals 
who are trying to comprehend web-how-manage images. Some of how images are 
made more usable are through the use of alternative text in HTML markup. This 
method is often called the "alt" alternative text used in the "img" tag of HTML which 
is defined as the "alt" attribute. Conversely, however, this technique has only been 
applied by a small percentage of people (Guinness, Cutrell, and Morris, 2018). This 
estimate based on past studies shows that about half of the images on highly 
trafficked websites are also described using ALT attributes. Although alt text image 
information is required for search engine indexing, it may also be manipulated for 
purposes other than describing an image, thus doing so will often yield incorrect 
descriptions, which may either call an image by its filename. The browser renders an 
image to the specified dimensions in its original context while a visual description 
might not be available in another context. The same image appears differently in 
 
 
various parts of the page contexts, resulting in an inconsistent browsing experience 
for people who rely on screen reader assistive technology. The primary challenges in 
content-based visual retrieval are the lack of an accurate representation of intention 
the fault lies in the lack of identifying intent in the search results. The intention gap 
refers to the difficulty that a user suffers to precisely express the expected visual 
content by a query at hand and the semantic gap originates from the difficulty in 
describing high-level semantic concept with the low-level visual feature(Amelio, 
2019)(Celik and Bilge, 2017). It will be important to narrow those gaps if extensive 
efforts are to be put in place. The extensive literature survey conducted has shown 
that there is a need for a more efficient system for obtaining information about 
individual users' specific data from the web. CBIR techniques can assist in expanding 
your search results.  
 
3  Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 
 
Content-based Image retrieval examines visual contents in search results, instead of 
specific visual features of the image. To ensure that CBIR includes a query image as 
input, it computes visual content and visually similar images proximity in the feature 
vector is used to identify query-to-feature images. At the pixel level, some attributes 
control how the output looks (such as color, shape, and texture) but sorting is 
performed by the feature values that are found in the CBIR(Zhang, Islam and Lu, 
2012). The implementations of the above models in these areas have seen the 
incorporation of CBIR and feature extraction methods into numerous other fields 
such as medical imaging, meteorology, surveillance, and video analytics to 
significantly increase their use. The description of the fundamental concepts and 
mechanisms of image searching (Tian, 2013) (Zhang and Lu, 2004)(Zhang, Islam 
and Lu, 2012) is provided in Figure 1. 
The major requirement of any image retrieval system is to be able to quickly and 
effectively locate images that do not have human involvement in an effective 
automatic processing system. Users need to have to make important decisions on how 
visual features will be integrated into the overall system design when deciding on the 
hardware requirements, design implementation, and product appearance are 
 
 
interrelated. On the other hand, poor feature selection can lower the performance of 
the image retrieval model. Since images can be used as training and test sets for 
machine learning algorithms, image feature vectors can be extremely useful for 
increasing the CBIR (bias and variance reduction)(Liu et al., 2007). In both cases, 
supervised or unsupervised training and testing using a deep neural network or 
machine learning techniques can be used. These recent studies have demonstrated 
that the ability of deep learning models to provide faster, higher-quality predictions 
while having a higher-than-average computational cost(Qi et al., 2019). The given 
study is aimed to accomplish the aforementioned goals and fulfilled them 
comprehensively to know about recent developments in CBIR along with various 
feature extraction and potential challenges in the research field of CBIR.  
 
Figure 1: The fundamental concepts and mechanisms of image searching 
            
Figure 2 illustrates the fundamental Content-based Image Retrieval structure. A two-
stage feature extraction/matching CBIR mechanism consists of feature extraction and 
feature matching. In the first stage, the feature vectors of the image are given, and in 
the second stage, the system matches these feature vectors to find the correct image. 
To sum up, the query returns all the information stored in the database, while the 
answer is just picked out the features that information that matches the query. 




no new features should be calculated for that image if the distance between the query 
feature vectors and the database is small. The images are then given a score based on 
how closely they match each item, called an Expand Index. In the final step, the 
images are returned to the storage area and listed by their similarity. 
 




A future organization of the different facets of Figure 3 demonstrates image retrieval 
as an area of research according to core techniques used, evaluation parameters, 
applications, and CBIR in the real world.  
 
Feature Extraction in CBIR 
In the introduction, it was mentioned that a prominent part in the functionality of 
paper is the role of feature extraction in image retrieval (Piras and Giacinto, 
2017)(Ansari et al., 2016)(Amelio and Amelio, 2019). The feature extraction can be 
based on Color, Texture, Landscape features, and Signature can be done from image 
pixels as shown in Figure 4.  Image features can be calculated from features and the 
pattern. The specific research processes and topics relevant to each feature extraction 
are examined in greater depth in subsequent sections, and in an attempt to offer a 
 
 
path for future research. 
 
Figure 3: Image Retrieval as a Research area 
 
 








4   CBIR-Color Features Extraction 
 
The color is a lower-level visual feature. The color setting of the image is hardly 
altered by the translation, size, or rotation of the object, whether it is big or small. 
Images can be translated into color values in various ways, for instance, such as the 
Color schema or the Image Viewer(Shao et al., 2008). While color histograms, color 
moments, and color coherent vectors are generally found valuable tools for content-
based image retrieval in practice. 
 In the paper (Sharma and Govindan, 2019) complete analysis of CBIR color-based 
feature extraction techniques is done and the techniques are compared in the process. 
There are three different feature-extraction algorithms employed in this study: The 
Color Histogram, HSV Color Histogram, and the Equalization of Color Histogram. 
Euclidean distance is used as a first approximation to determine similarities between 
the query images and results from the WANG, and correlation results are derived 
from coefficients of those similarities are used as a second approach. The comparison 
is then run to see if each system works with greater precision and if it has an error 
rate to claim. The experimental results demonstrated that the HSV feature histogram 
to be the most effective on skin tone values in content images. That is certainly 
correct, indeed, the correlation coefficient is the best method to use when measuring 
a relationship's similarity. 76% accuracy for retrieval of the desired information 
retrieval was achieved. In (H.B. Kekre et al., 2011), three primary colors of image 
components have been considered separately when calculating the overall contrast of 
the image. The authors have used two different data sets of different sizes. This one 
has a three-dimensional database consists of 1000 objects whereas other databases 
contain 300 items. Each subsequent retrieval of a random image on this paper has the 
highest precision than the previous. The same as that is shown in this is the first 20 
times was the precision-recall plots of five random images for each class, followed 
by the precision-recall results. While these three experimental results have been 
demonstrated in both cases, this has been demonstrated in only one of these 
databases. That database contains figures that have class accuracy at 50%. The 
conclusion is that size of the database and the number of classes of different sizes has 
a direct influence on the relevancy of the image retrieved. When one finishes the final 
 
 
results from the intra-classical correspondence analysis, the size of the image 
database influences the effectiveness of the CBIR system. A given feature extraction 
method's (Anantharatnasamy et al., 2013) ability to transform data across different 
color spaces and to quantify color information is primary to the quality of the final 
feature set. A three-dimensional color system is used to refer to a set of three-
dimensional color coordinates and also, the color space is defined which is used to 
represent a specific three-dimensional subspace of the overall system. The most 
frequently used color space for digital images and computer graphics is the RGB 
color scheme in which colors are described as a set of numeric values. The primary 
disadvantage of the RGB color space is that it is simple. Color space is different from 
one RGB in both gamma and lightness. Components (R, G, and B are equally 
important, which means that their values must be given the same, which is why they 
must be specified with equal precision percentage (0 to 100) (0 to 1). The Value has 
little to do with the actual information contained in the image, but more to do with 
the amount of light that it because the color-processing techniques of the human eye 
are intricately intertwined with the hue and saturation, which means that color 
processing can affect our eyes in real-time. In this paper, the authors worked with the 
HSV color space, not CIELAB RGB as it is closer to human color perception than 
CIE chromatic perception and the hue is more important than the value components 
to include in our palettes. The assigning unique color values to color- [for every pixel, 
across an image], the method of placing a specific color into a great distance away 
from all others to place colors in the same position in the color space is called 
'extraction'. The time needed to quantize a feature is substantially reduced because 
only a certain number of different values can be used to produce each resolution. 
Computation time is also decreased, as it only takes a limited number of steps to vary 
the color characteristics. To find the similarities, a Non-quantized color-scaled color 
space is used. The authors employed two types of quantization, namely block 
quantization and expand quantization. It has three bins for value. It indicated that 
there is a need for a single hue to express the majority of the colors, so there is no 
need to allocate more bins to the value and saturation components. When increasing 
the number of bins for quantization, there is no need to set a particular level of 
quantization. The authors stated that an Expanded color histogram is better at 
 
 
identifying color variations since it represents the number of pixels that have colors 
within each color range. In contrast with perspective, histogram rotation is nearly 
independent of image rotation and uses small increments to maintain position three-
to-dimensional. The color histogram is good for color feature-extraction work. A 
dominant color descriptor (DCD) is applied, and replaced the image's entire color 
information with a small number of colors (Shao et al., 2008), providing only a slight 
differentiation to the overall look. These all three features of MPEG-7 together give 
better characterization of the codec color histogram that represents an accurate, 
concise, and user-friendly color palette which functions similarly to the way the 
feature set color distribution and color wheel for YUV-based, U specifies a robust 
and intuitive profile for image understanding of image color-representative features, 
Y tends to include comprehensive feature descriptions and incorporates compact 
features, and relates to the general usage of image processing. The authors (Shao et 
al., 2008)proposed a novel method on MPEG-7 descriptor principles, which allowed 
the calculation of CBIR In each image, eight distinctive colors are chosen and 
histogram intersection is used to measure complexity. The algorithm does away with 
characteristics by this reduces the total number of colors from the original sixteen 
colors in the image and uses eight as the combination of these distinctive colors 
instead. According to Duanmu (Duanmu, 2010), the researchers concentrated on 
using labels and other classical methods, retrieval methods that don't meet the 
customer's needs would result, so they investigated other methods to see if there was 
a more efficient way of retrieving images. According to the context, a two-stage 
feature extraction technique is being used, the proposed algorithm employed small 
image descriptors, which are expandable to serve multiple purposes. The COIL-100 
image library is used for all image tests. It is concluded that the proposed method is 
very effective, as demonstrated in the experiments. In (Wang, Zhang, and Yang, 
2014) authors stated that image retrieval could be done using color and texture to 
consolidate, which would be done by combining color and texture characteristics. An 
efficient and versatile method of determining the production of visual content from 
the written evidence of our ancient ancestors was devised by researchers. This visual 
image search system is very energetic in the color and texture aspects because it uses 
a fusion of features to search for images. Based on the results of the experiment, the 
 
 
proposed method produces more accurate photos than the other traditional methods. 
Conversely, computing the functions is much cheaper than using these measurement 
approaches does not necessarily make them more effective. Because features in low 
levels are compared on a pair-by-by-pair basis, it becomes difficult to discern how 
similar they are to features in the next level of abstraction. In terms of mutually 
orthogonal (mutually unrelated but orthogonal) polynomial orthonormal moment 
functions, the image can be illustrated as a collection of base polynomials orthogonal 
descriptors with rotation as well as Zernike functions as orthogonality(Zhang, Dong 
and Shu, 2010). A study of various groups around the world to evaluate how well a 
property called invariant descriptors is described. The result of the Zernike testing 
was seen in the noise in the picture, which was more dramatic for Zernike moment. 
In (Zhang, Dong, and Shu, 2010) authors introduced a new method to derive pseudo-
Zernike moment invariants that accommodate spatial variations of responses. First, 
the approximate relationship between the original Zernike moments and non-image 
moments is found and then their images, which look the same but have distinct 
orientation and scale, are discovered. Therefore, a system of absolute scale and 
rotation invariants are discovered from this relationship. Improved performance and 
precision were found. In (Guo, Prasetyo and Chen, 2015) researchers have found that 
an intriguing way to extract information from images that originates from the 
phenomenon of error diffusion, known as feature truncation, by developing an error 
diffusion indexing algorithm that does not perform hashing and expansion on images 
(EDBTC). The vectors that have been quantized using two color quantization are 
used to create image descriptors in EDBTC, and then features from the bitmap image 
data are extracted, one from each quantized. Two extra Color Histogram Feature 
(CHF) and Bit Pattern Histogram (BPH) features then display the image on top of a 
report to help identify how closely the database image resembles the query image. It 
is computed from the VQ-index and the color quantizer VQ and the bitmap image 
VQ that the CHF and BPH are equal. BPH, on the right, approximately represents 
between 45 and 90% of CHF on the left; or, 45 to 90% of the CHF to the right of 
BPH may be used to judge likelihood. The experimental results have shown that the 
proposed method is more effective than any existing or previous system of image 
indexing. The EDBTC also has effective image compression and contains built-in IR 
 
 
recognition information retrieval functionality. A novel strategy for image 
classification using a tree-DDT methodology or DT tree method was discovered by 
Liu et al. for regional image classification (Islam, Zhang and Lu, 2008). The basis of 
this idea is image segmentation and machine learning, which may be used as an 
approach to find both correct and incorrect annotations. Feature expansion, 
frequentation techniques perform in contemporary decision tree learning algorithms, 
allowing semantic models to be constructed at a lower level from individual features 
that recognize regular regions of image segments of image content. The blend is 
highly effective in reducing misclassification and noise problems because it can 
manage tree fragmentation well, making it more realistic and less probable. During 
the search image retrieval, the user can use tags and image locations in tandem. Based 
on the experiment's results, the CBIR technique appears to be more effective than 
conventional CBIRs, at a short and high semantic depth level. The authors have not 
shown great detail, which makes the things that are depicted seem much simpler and 
therefore easy to grasp. Because the proposed method functions work better in image 
semantic learning, ID3 and C4.5 are adequate as learning strategies in image 
semantic inductions, are adequate as well(Islam, Zhang and Lu, 2008)(Liu, Zhang 
and Lu, 2008). All the essential image components would be represented aurally and 
then there would be a single supreme vector that could be quantified by applying a 
color-coding to the image with a given set of assumptions. The new feature vector 
quantization algorithm works in a manner similar fashion to that of the conventional 
one in that it retains the variability rather than erasing it. The new splitting and 
stopping algorithms follow this one. The formula in the paper can give an 
approximation for how many clusters there are, and excessive fragmentation of area 
is kept in check by avoiding the excessively large clusters. The paper (Zheng, Liu 
and Fei, 2014) offered a multimodal coherence vector (MDCV) for CBIR, which 
consisted of many stages to minimizes noise variation. A suggested technique that 
starts with a Gaussian function to generate the contour of the image begins to expand. 
There are specific transformations such as translation, rotation, and scaling, however, 





Analysis of CBIR-Color Feature Extraction 
 One important way to divide the color descriptor is between global descriptors, 
which consider the whole image, and local descriptors, which consider portions of 
images. It is not necessary to perform partitioning or preprocessing before running 
the global descriptor, but before running the local descriptor partition, which explains 
why it takes longer to extract features. To ensure accuracy, global color descriptors 
are best used when there are no locations to distinguish among color samples. They 
will pick up and display the characteristics of the sample even if there are no other 
distinguishing factors to see. Another alternative, the technique would be to rely on 
spatial information like a color histogram and color correlogram rather than trying to 
measure both the two images in the amount of lightness and intensity. In the form of 
a global color histogram, a histogram can show all the colors present in an image. 
Likewise, a color histogram could display the colors contained in the image. Other 
relevant considerations include storage needed, quick and simple process ability, and 
if it is feasible, is the fact that various methods of color feature extraction could be 
used for each coordinate position. It is simple to compute, but it's less accurate and 
therefore not useful if used for images with small variation; on the other hand, 
expanding the histogram to fit a larger image covers greater variances of image size, 
rotation, and also ensuring histogram accuracy using the method of Zernike 
numerals. When the distribution of the color is challenged by noise, the distribution 
moments also remain constant, even when the images are rotated. The selected color 
space model is orthogonal to the color descriptor, and therefore the method of 
Histogram Intersection is more efficient by using HSV or CIELAB instead. The 
concept was first described by Richard Zernike, and this method is based on Zernike's 
original idea. When it comes to processing time, color moments do not use as much 
space as to store data. There are numerous low-level color-level characteristics, and 
as well as showing the entire picture and the color output isn't particularly strong. 
Histogram-based features are far better for regions, which is why they are preferable 
for image retrieval, making it easier for the computer to work with lower-dimensional 
images.  




Table 1: Analysis of CBIR-Color Feature Extraction 
 
Paper Dataset Techniques Sample 
Images 
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Figure 5 shows the comparative analysis of techniques used for CBIR-Color Feature 
Extraction and the accuracy achieved with each technique. As shown in Figure 5 
multiscale distance coherence vector algorithm, Color moment invariant, Dominant 
color-based vector quantization techniques give better accuracy. 
Figure 5: CBIR-Color Feature Extraction vs. Accuracy obtained 
 
 
5   CBIR Texture Features Extraction 
 
To demonstrate the discriminating capability of the wavelet moments, Papakost et al. 
(Papakostas, Koulouriotis, and Tourassis, 2012) performed their experiments on four 
datasets, which are COIL, ORANGE, JAFFE, and TRIESCH-I, using four different 
sets of characteristics. Since the results are so strongly dependent on the success of 
the features used, they will be much more stable with the Wavelet Moments 
classification capability holding only successful features. The various research 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Color Histogram, HSV Color Histogram,…
Average Mean of RGB components
Color Histogram
MPEG-7 dominant color descriptor
Color moment invariant
fusion of color and texture features
Pseudo-Zernike Invariants
Error diffusion block truncation coding features
High-level semantics using decision tree…
Dominant color-based vector quantization











papers are analyzed and compared using the complete datasets using Zernike, 
Fourier-Min, and their respective families, concerning the project: while Legend 
analysis shows opposing behavior, as a source dataset: 25%, 50%, and 75%, and 
100% of their respective family dataset is used and compared- Zernike: no effect on 
the families and Legre: no impact on the project and Fourier: Leg-2 have a source 
dataset: 0% and both families show opposite effects on: on the project and Legre 
respectively. To show improved performance of the model's accuracy, the 
classification of moment descriptors has to be extended (wavelet Moments and 
moment invariants). In a paper (Kong, 2009) a set of parameters for texture analysis 
describes features using a gray-level texture matrix (multidimensional array of 
features) or the feature extractor which generates a multidimensional feature vector. 
The authors have quantified HSV as well as on its own, and they also utilize it in the 
connection- ChromaExpanding instead of gray level class metric (GLCM) to give 
better results. Using Euclidian distance, image classifiers, different features are 
merged to identify duplicate images. An experiment about image retrieval clearly 
shows that color and texture features tend to be of higher importance when there are 
similar image conditions. In this author worked with a 1000 image test dataset, which 
is made up of ten different from 100 image types, each of which he had 100 images 
in total. This paper proposed an image retrieval method that takes into account HSV 
color space and texture characteristics of the image. The authors also used a 
normalized Euclidean classifier to quantify HSV and CCM by developing a feature 
set of color features, as well as a gray-level class metric that combines these two 
items. Determining that there is an inherent advantage in using the use of color 
features, as well as the makeup of the image, and demonstrating how textures affect 
these features implies a breakthrough in the color retrieval experiment. In the paper 
(Liu et al., 2011) an enhancement of color characteristics indicates improved color 
retrieval, and textural information improves image retrieval. The proposed model is 
being evaluated using Corel-5000 and Corel datasets and also works better on HSV 
color space than RGB color quantization. The storage space is expanded to 
accommodate 72 levels of color and orientation and 6 bits for retrieval, but with only 
6 levels of each for image representation is better than that is advantageous. The 
proposed model outperforms other models when it comes to obtaining recovered 
 
 
images because it was built for image recovery (MSD). The proposed model gives a 
clear measurement of how well the ideas were predicted (as compared to how well 
they would be received). Using the features as well as the coloration information 
obtained here increased the prediction accuracy to 76.35 percent. In the 
aforementioned (Ashraf et al., 2015) Corel, COIL, and Caltech datasets, the query 
image database "small image library" is assigned 10908, "medium image" 11100 
images, and "general image" data is utilized (those datasets are chosen to have images 
grouped in the form of the semantic concept. The performance was equivalent to the 
prior art suggestions in 20% of the retrials, and the accuracy and recall rates were as 
good as those suggested by the prior art for the remaining 80%. These research 
findings demonstrated that the quality of the data surpasses those of the other models 
tested in terms of mean accuracy and recall. A practical application of the model in 
use: the Corel image gallery containing 10,900 images was tested by Ira and Jafar 
(Irtaza and Jaffar, 2015) about practical categorical image retrieval. The SVM-based 
architecture is used. The sub-sets of Corel are divided into two sets of a total of 1000 
images, one of which is labeled as Corel A and one of which is as well as B. In 
addition to other methods, the mean accuracy and recall of the proposed retrievals 
are compared. Using different numbers of distinct test cases is an effective way to 
show the capacity of the SVM's ability to find distinct images. The research and 
findings support the idea that models that claim to show better results and are more 
reliable than previously suggested. The proposed work used (Fadaei, Amirfattahi, 
and Ahmadzadeh, 2017) Broz’s pictures with the Brodatz dataset, which included 
112 grayscale images, and the Vistex dataset, which featured 54 color images. There 
is a gap in-closest match between the image (that which is first seen in the user's 
mind) and the second image in the data set (the one which is found in the dataset) 
that is the smallest in terms of the user's search result set of images are returned and 
their accuracy calculated. The previous approaches are contrasted with the proposed 
models. Brodatz's retrieval time is longer than that of the Vistex database, since there 
are more images, so it takes time to prepare and use. For the proposed technique, the 
dimension of the function vector is 3124, which means the function's operation 
occurs on objects of higher magnitudes. Since the total function complexity of the 
vector is high, however, the inverse document frequency is faster in feature matching 
 
 
and slower in feature extraction. There were positive comparisons made and 
empirical findings that suggest that the proposed model (LDR) is more accurate and 
possesses better performance based on a speedier extraction and lower variability in 
fit. 
 
Analysis of CBIR-Texture Features Extraction 
Luma and specular illumination, diffuse illumination, and anisotropic filtering are all 
low-level image characteristics that can be applied in various retrieval domains. 
Semantically significant in this way, they can be considered to be parts of pixel 
groups rather than distinct colors. If images have a lot of noise, you can become 
extremely sensitive to the effects of the texture features that are used in their 
representation, whereas if there are few objects in the images, the texture feature 
details will be less visible. A thorough description of the texture characteristics listed 
above is provided in Table 2. 
Table 2: Analysis of CBIR Texture Features Extraction 
 
Paper  Dataset Techniques Sample 
Images 
Accuracy Application  
Feature extraction based 
on wavelet moments and 
moment in- variants in 
machine vision systems 
(Papakostas, Koulouriotis 
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Figure 6: CBIR-Texture Feature Extraction vs. Accuracy achieved 
 
Figure 6 shows the comparative analysis of techniques used for CBIR-Texture 
Feature Extraction and the accuracy achieved with each technique. With LDRP the 
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6   CBIR-Shape Features Extraction 
 
       Although it's sometimes useful for recognizing shapes and things in the real world, 
the shape is often underestimated as a feature by design firms. The analysis of the 
implementation of shape features in the practice of image recovery and image 
representation was undertaken by Zhang and Lu (Zhang and Lu, 2004). An in-depth 
investigation of the implementation of shape features for image recovery and image 
representation was recently performed by Zhang and Lu(Zhang and Lu, 2004). One 
way to expand on the shape classifications is to consider them to be based on region 
or contour, or vice versa. Figure 7 is depicted for all shape characteristics that are a 
little more complex than previously described Trademark-imaged image retrieval 
is one of a distinct area where images and attributes are linked together to give an 
improved search performance. 
 
7 CBIR-Fusion Low-Level Functionality Features Extraction 
 
Ashraf et al. (Ashraf et al., 2018) proposed the use of a discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT) for complex image segmentation. The color, texture, and form of the lower-
level object details are identical to that which assists with the retrieval of similar 
images. It is important to note that these elements play a major role in the retrieval 
process. Types of characteristics and conditions under which feature extraction is 
beneficial are discussed, and situations, where the feature extraction method can be 
beneficial, are explained. An eigendynamically-expanded-dimensional preparation 
and vector-specific color edge-detection algorithm are used to prepare the 
eigenvector information. An RGB color space is used to remove the red, green, and 
blue components of a digital image, while a YCbCr color uses yellow and cyan as 
a contrast. To make accurate and useful information possible, the researchers 
(Ashraf et al., 2018) converted RGB images to YCbCr color space. So, in this case, 
the YCbCr transformation is used because the human visual system will be able to 
distinguish between different colors and shades of grey in YCbCr. YCbCr depends 









ones, varying, light source variables, for best results. YCbCr and UV* are both used 
to overcome the color chromatic aberration issues, thus eliminating the need for 
expansion. A reliable method of determining or retrieval for the edges is provided 
by the Canny edge detector. The shape-expanding features give the target plenty of 
room to respond to this special function, after which it does the best zoom of any 
size. This image is decomposed and features are extracted to find the query so the 
image's color and edge features can be used to retrieve the query. If the two images 
are slightly misaligned, the one of the other, the corresponding image will be chosen 
during query expansion. The histogram color component has an impact on both the 
overall image clarity and the computation, helping the Haar wavelet transform by 
shortening the search time of images by automating the process. Next, an artificial 
neural network (ANN) is applied to the image retrieval process; and, the output of 
the ANN is then compared to the current CBIR. A positive and negative test result 
illustrates that this strategy outperforms all the others. A new Local Color-to-and-
Gradient Expanding technique was proposed by Ashraf et al. (Ashraf et al., 2018) 
to use a combination of color and properties to obtain the local gradient vector as 
the recent as featured one of interest. In the case of the feature, Gabor and the 
discrete wavelet methods are used, which expand on the wavelet, the color 
moments are first removed, and then features are used. Many, if not all, feature 
descriptors will be given as directory-expanded vectors, boosting the color and 
sharpening the edges of the feature. Thus, all current CBIR techniques are evaluated 
for the metrics of their overall performance, and an approach is then established 
that satisfies all of those standards. In the style of Mistry et al. (Mistry, Ingole and 
Ingole, 2018) by incorporating hybrid elements and using different metrics to 
varying extents in their evaluation of CBIR. In a diverse descriptor, binarize diverse 
image characteristics (DIVE), and shape features (SBILIC), in one or multi-
variable spatial exponent (UNIV-SC), and three different ones include SBILIC, 
DIVE, and of geographic (1D or 2D) characteristics, multidimensional image or 
multispectral features, and frequency binary characterization, and color validity, 
and spatial edge importance (DEXP) (CEDD). The features are extracted using 
CEDD, HSV histogram, and time, by way of an expanded filter. The HSV 
histogram (an algorithm used to expand and reduce histograms, plus a color 
 
 
quantization/space and color space conversion feature) is employed to extract 
features. The grayscale version of the feature extraction in the BSIF, known as 
feature selection, can convert an RGB to a color image. Then, it extracts patches 
from it. The problem additionally entails subtracting the mean value of the 
components. For the method used in CEDD chromatography, the preliminary HSV 
chromatography and the subsequent removal feature use of Celsian Derivatization 
(which requires a two-stage chromatography process HSV) two stages are needed. 
Using the color moment method, feature extraction takes RGB values and computes 
the mean and standard deviation of each one, before expanding the color to get the 
result. Then, features from the picture are looked up in the data bank and compared 
to the feature vector of the image. To return a picture from the shortest distance 
query, it's the same thing to find a few classifiers close to it and have it expanded 
them. To the best of my knowledge, different experiments have been tried, and the 
results indicate that this method is up to snuff in terms of its claims. Ahmed et al., 
(Ahmed, Ummesafi and Iqbal, 2019) conducted a review on CBIR, analyzing 
previously published errors in the identification and treatment of Alzheimer's 
disease and comparing them to the results. An example of an expansion picture is 
found in those black and white photographs that fuse multiple pictures into one 
single image, much like those color photos that add in extra color. These images 
can also be processed to isolate shapes and recognize the objects, an approach that 
encourages extraction of color and spatial features that merges them. When it comes 
to distinguishing the object, one should consider using only shapes and patterns of 
various colors that expand the image retrieval expression by applying the color 
features to the data points in the function vector. Object-based imaging techniques 
like discographical or edge detection are used while color-based methods like 
region growing are employed in the proposed process, while contrast is lost when 
doing so. To describe an object's shape in greater detail, use detecting its corners 
and edges provides an improvement. In addition to being relevant to an image or 
concept, shape detection tends to make a deeper understanding of it possible. When 
the shape is taken into consideration, the results improve with edge detection or 
image retrieval or image detection. Feature-reduction calculates the standard 
deviation of the features on the fly to select the high-variance variable. The BoW 
 
 
special characteristics make the image data structure particularly well-suited for 
fast retrieval or indexing of general images. The experiment demonstrated that the 
research which employs this method of hunting cancer cells through small blood 
vessels with light columns outperforms CBIR in a state. In that study, Liu and his 
colleagues (Liu et al., 2017) developed a classification for and used it for 
identifying and determining. This section does the same thing but through a 
different method: Combining the Local Base Pattern (LBP) and Function of Color 
information expands our abilities (CIF). The image textural-based purpose of the 
LBP is to increase the image's recognizability. While the LBP on its own has an 
okay efficiency, this descriptor is not well-suited for colors. To enable quick, 
accurate retrieval of a large dataset of color images, and high-quality images with 
good texture, both the color and texture features are required. This new CIF process 
also utilizes the LBP-based image retrieval, as well as image classification as one 
of the color image features. CIF is used to display the color and tonal qualities of 
image data, and LBP includes tonal information as well. This strategy has been 
used to conduct a wide range of experiments on the database, and their findings 
shown that it has better performance for image retrieval and classification. A study 
on collaborative indexing was done here. . The potential for uniting the financial, 
academic, and creative industries has been revealed by this study by performing 
bag-of-feature extraction and semantic convolution on images called the deep 
convolutional neuron network (d-CNN). The new multi-machine indexing 
algorithms proposed to keep track of the neighborhood structure of CNN and SIFT 
parameters will expand the index as images are crawled. They are doing so while 
verifying their collaborative nature, using CNN features as a feature, which results 
in implicit multi-SIFT integration. Even after thousands of embedding and 
extraction iterations, the CNN index has a 10% success rate, while the SIFT has 
only demonstrated this up to after a certain number of data objects have been 
indexed. The findings of the conclusion of the experiment are more than supporting 
the technique since they conclude that the results are much better. In collaboration 
with Li et al.(Li, Huang and Zhu, 2017), Gabor applied the Gaussian shape function 
to color texture analysis and discovered that this fractal model performs better. 
Gabor wavelets could potentially have revealed the image color and texture using 
 
 
the Gaussian filter, and thus was an extremely helpful technique in returning the 
image to a normal state. A Gabor filter is used to study signals in linear frequency 
terms, also known as an LPF, if it has the following properties: as well as the Gabor 
filters for visual and textual retrieval, but for the analysis of dependent images and 
relational images, the choice of orientation and frequency representation is a major 
for these problems is the same for the organization of the representation of the 
characteristics of texture and variables. To decompose the color image, Gaussian 
smoothing lines are used; depending on the amount of noise present, three types of 
Gabor's smoothing method will produce three kinds of decomposed images. Since 
growth depends on the line of best fit, directionality, color dependence, and scale 
dependence are three characteristics. The existence of dependencies is estimated 
and captured by using the Gaussian copula technique after the analysis has been 
split into various parts. The recovery for the Gaussian copula has three schemes, 
with four Kull-Leibler distance colors are also referred to as the three-by-expansion 
and four Kull-Le-ibler distances are referred to as color expansion. Several types 
of retrievals are used in tandem with the ALOT datasets shown that the performance 
of this model to be superior to other current retrieval models. A multi-directional 
(MR) color and texture extraction, they were able to create CBIR by integrating the 
information from an image with previous research on color and material texture(Bu 
et al., 2017). Pulse amplitude modulation's single-residue (or Expandability) 
techniques are used for efficient multi-parameter analysis. The attributes of the 
human visual system are also mimic those of HSV, so this color space is 
comparable. The CBIR methods of Nazir et al. (Foussard and Salle, 2004) allowed 
them to blend the color and texture to produce a multicolored material that had 
many subtle layers of hues and appearances. To expand on this strategy: to further 
objects, search numerous databases, it is more difficult to locate the desired image; 
utilize all databases, to optimize, results may cause problems. To obtain the image, 
Nazir and his colleagues (Zhao et al., 2012) utilized both the color and texture 
properties. According to previous research, using a single function has a suboptimal 
success rate, but on average, if not specifically implemented correctly, and with 
proper consideration of image recovery settings, several image features can expand. 
The feature of the color is found by using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
 
 
which takes into account the color histogram, thus color histogram expansion is 
used. As for color, it's a feature in the picture's color array that can be expanded by 
the color space. Hue and saturation have been well documented to have close 
correspondence to the human visual system, and this space has therefore HSV color 
is adequate.  
Analysis of CBIR Fusion Low-Level Functionality Feature Extraction  
The detailed analysis of CBIR Fusion Low-Level Functionality Feature Extraction 
is given in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Comparative analysis of CBIR Fusion Low-Level Functionality Feature 
Extraction 
Paper  Dataset Techniques Sample 
Images 
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Figure 8 shows the comparative analysis of techniques used for CBIR-Fusion Low-
Level Functionality Feature Extraction and the accuracy achieved with each 
technique. As shown in Figure 8 the technique which uses a combination of color, 
texture, and shape extraction outperforms and gives better accuracy. 
Figure 8: CBIR-Fusion Low-Level Functionality Feature Extraction vs. Accuracy 
achieved 
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8. Study of Machine Learning Techniques in CBIR 
Based on measures of the computer's general level of performance and of representation, 
the system's behavior, the performance of retrieval is impacted. While supervised 
machine learning models provide the features with generalization, learning based on 
unsupervised machine learning applies these features in an unsupervised way. The new 
CNN has expansion factors were added by Ruangrung Fu and his colleagues (Fu et al., 
2017), original features are of the input image were multiplied by these. By utilizing a 
nonlinear discrimination method, which is called a Support Vector Machine (SVM) does 
very well in separating similar and dissimilar patterns. Some of the features the author 
provides are used by the test dataset to guide the construction of the pair. They are then 
used to guide the combination of image queries and test images in forming the whole 
image. Expanding after distance, the images will be classified into three groups: 
according to this paraphrase is located, image distances will be calculated and images 
with equal (untrained) disparity will be placed in equal (not separated) ranks will be 
selected. When it comes to object image retrieval tasks, a pilot study performed on a 
new method offers a substantial improvement in CBIR. Many research groups are 
currently finding that building a good CNN system is now preferable to using state-of-
the-art methods when it comes to classification images. Recognizing architectural styles 
with neural networks using prior-trained feature extraction hierarchies has been 
conducted by Meltser, et al. (Shah et al., 2018) has shown promising results for detecting 
various styles of image classification and architectures with a new hierarchy of lower-
expanded mid-level feature hierarchy. Several pre-processing and post-processing 
techniques are applied to the novel architecture to help in the building of the search 
results before and classifications are chosen. The authors thought about how much better 
results have been obtained with CNN two additional researchers, such as Amjad Shah 
et al., (Shah et al., 2018), have recently extracted features from images in CNN-based 
CBIR systems. It is possible to say that a precision factor measures a new performance 
in a certain field in the same domain or task compared to old work in the same area or 
topic. Most remote sensing techniques consider image retrieval as a fundamental task 
and look for similarities in image content, whereas the researchers in this field think 
simplicity is extremely important in a comparison task content-based RSIR. In (Ye et 
al., 2018) have proposed a retrieval method that uses CNN features and the additional 
 
 
weight to perform the search, which is called basic and weighted. There are two 
methodologies, in the first stage of the proposed change and an offline one and an online 
stage. Some images in the dataset are tuned on the target model using pre-trained CNN 
in the pretested target expansion stage. Secondly, the query image class is defined using 
a fine-tuned CNN model and the values of the corresponding image weights are also 
calculated to find the distance between the two queries. Recently, researchers (Tzelepi, 
2018) suggested an effective training method that entails additional training from a 
computer-aided navigation point of view). They've trained a CNN model but put a full 
expansion of the filter onto the full convolution model, which enables quicker storage 
and better compression while maintaining the original image quality. Then, a maximum 
pooling operation is applied to obtain the last convolutional layers' feature 
representations and weights. Here, the images used in public datasets were used as part 
of their validation to test the different image retrieval approaches, which increased 
performance for all of their project in all tasks, even though some would give inaccurate 
results. For the CBIR system, a fundamental understanding of machine learning and 
computer vision is important. 4Gig broadband is becoming more common and faster, 
coupled with a revolution in the internet, and mobile connectivity, there is an increasing 
demand for a good retrieval system.  
 
Analysis of Machine Learning Techniques in CBIR 
The direct feature extraction is performed via CNNs allows for information to be 
recovered from images. The related researchers such as Michael Slepian, et.al, found 
researchers that use CNN for complex extraction of higher-level features from images 
both computer vision techniques, which filter unnecessary details from the image data 
to increase its accuracy of retrieval, and extraneous data in low detail by removing 
unnecessary ones. There is a limit to the number of features that can be retrieved by 
using additional convolutional layers: the ability to express more is proportional to the 
amount of time spent training on the model expansion. Using the analogy of one-based 
CNN to demonstrate our previous point, the authors have acquired results for two 
purpose-oriented CNN results and compared them to various computer vision fusion 
techniques in terms of precision. CNN's outstanding success in computer vision is 
attributable to its diverse application set, which includes neural network models like 
 
 
CBIR and support vector machines. In the vast majority of CNN implementations, only 
the last layer uses convolution with quantization, which may be limiting in the scope of 
features. In contrast to that, limiting the number of features in the last layer has a 
different form of performance loss, CNNs are often constrained by the number of times 
they can quantize local features. The survey demonstrated that taking the quantized 
model and extracting the functions using different levels, which is remarkably efficient, 
and also lowers the retrieval and storage costs. It's also noteworthy that the CRB-CNN 
is effective for learning complex images that have a distinct set of semantics. To extract 
the function from the image and locate the corresponding to the database, it is a very 
little space, it only takes ten milliseconds and has a maximum capacity of 10,000 rows 
end-to-to-to-ending tan describes a process in which only visual information is used, 
whereas CRB mission searchability's expansion requires no extra annotations or tags to 
accomplish function search, function extraction from visual images. As well as the 
database image retrieved in the large image, the ability to perform complex queries on 
this image was exemplary. A detailed description of Machine Learning Techniques used 
in CBIR is given in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Comparative Analysis of Machine Learning Techniques used in CBIR  
Paper  Machine Learning 
Techniques 
Features Application  
Exploiting tf-idf in deep 
convolutional neural networks 
for content-based image 
retrieval (Kondylidis, Tzelepi 
and Tefas, 2018) 
CNN based tf-idf Improved results Content-based 
image retrieval 
 
Pairwise based deep ranking 
hashing for histopathology 
image classification and 
retrieval (Shi et al., 2018) 
PDRH algorithm Paris 6000, UK Bench 
5356 sketal muscle and 
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Figure 9: Machine Learning Techniques used in papers 
 
 
Figure 9 shows a number of papers surveyed, in which various machine learning 
techniques are used in CBIR. From Figure 9 it is clear that maximum authors used 
the CNN machine learning technique for Content-based Image retrieval. 
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Using the information in the CBIR literature, the paper provided a highly detailed 
literature review on image representation techniques. The primary goal of this study 
is to provide a current review of different methodological approaches that have 
been used in the field for the previous dozen or so years after a feature is identified, 
visual characteristics that can be used to summarize the overall appearance of the 
image may include things like its color, texture, and structure. It is impossible to 
come up with single-feature representations. Some people advocate implementing 
simple, minor modifications to make their CBIR more efficient, and applying it to 
images is one of those solutions. The semantic gap is minimized when the different 
components in the image contribute their features towards each other, and overall 
image features are more accurately portrayed when the result is presented as an 
amalgamation of a cluster of the characteristics of each component rather than 
stand-alone patches. The selection of feature dimensions that are maximally 
efficient for learning models that take a class rather than individual characteristics 
into account will provide a sound basis for classification-based models. CBIR's 
most recent studies have used neural networks and have turned out to be better. 
Additionally, the factors that need to be present for a deep network are large-scale 
image datasets and computational capacity. Making an entire image dataset 
workable for deep net training can be quite difficult on the internet large models 
are time-consuming. One of the possible future directions for unsupervised learning 
networks would explore is the performance of a deep network on a massive 
unstructured dataset. In addition to the more widespread use of digital applications, 
there is a significant increase in produced images. A related image search will need 
a large image dataset and could take a long time to return a response time. Image 
retrieval systems would benefit from using image-processing techniques that use 
image representation or object-based techniques in an image which is both time-
consuming and impractical. In this paper, we have attempted to outline the best that 
has been said about CBIR. The image representation as to the feature vector. A 
detailed study of various feature extraction techniques such as color, texture, shape, 
local features, etc is given here. Also, in-depth analysis of the use of machine 
learning techniques in CBIR is analyzed and finally, research challenges in the field 
 
 
of CBIR are highlighted. 
 
10. Future Directions 
With the literature surveyed in this paper, it is clear that Content-based Image 
retrieval techniques play a vital role in modern image search engines. The future 
research directions in the field are given as- 
 
Construction of Dataset 
At the beginning of the dataset construction, they inspire researchers to do their best, 
leading to the development of numerous creative ideas and techniques to deal with 
the problem however, as the expansion of data sets enables the breakthrough in some 
algorithms for individual use cases, there is a chance that those algorithms will 
become over-adapted to the dataset. A deeper understanding of the research needs, 
coupled with an operational definition of the research problem is supposed to allow 
for the limitation of existing datasets to be discovered, and for the discovery of new 
datasets for content-based image retrieval, there is a need to release better ground-
truth dataset. To start, the ground-truth datasets must be designed to disambiguate 
content, such as company logos. Thus, to overcome the limitations of image 
classification-based CBIR, the dataset must be large enough to be big enough to 
distinguish it from CBIR. 
 
Building Qualitative User Intention Query  
The person intends to create a query using text-based image retrieval. An Intention 
gap is the first and of the greatest challenge in content-based image retrieval. A 
simple query in the form of example, color map or sketch map is still insufficient 
most time to reflect the user intention, consequently generating unsatisfactory 
retrieval results. Since the end-users may be reluctant to get involved, you can make 
your query interface as simple as possible. For instance, it's a simple task for a user 
to point to retrieve a single example of the result and its limitations on multiple 
examples of the same thing or similar texture or instruct the algorithm to expand to 
consider a region of interest. It is possible to ascertain the likely outcomes by 
 
 
conducting a first scan based on the initial search and then conducting a user-based 
confirmation. As a result, it is more effective to actively involve the end-user in the 
retrieval process instead of merely eliciting a potential end-use for the query. 
 
Machine learning-based CBIR 
Despite the advance in content-based visual retrieval, there is still a significant gap 
towards semantic-aware retrieval from visual content. This is essentially due to the 
fact that current image representation schemes are hand-crafted and insufficient to 
capture the semantics.  Due to the tremendous diversity and quantity in multimedia 
visual data, most existing methods are unsupervised.  To proceed towards semantic-
aware retrieval, scalable supervised or semi-supervised learning is promising to learn 
semantic-aware representation so as to boost the content-based retrieval quality.  The 
success of deep learning in large-scale visual recognition has already demonstrated 
such potential (detailed survey given in SECTION 8). To adapt those existing deep 
learning techniques to CBIR, there are several non-trivial issues that deserve research 
efforts. Firstly, the learned image representation with deep learning shall be flexible 
and robust to various common changes and transformations, such as rotation and 
scaling. Since the existing deep learning relies on the convolutional operation with 
anisotropic filters to convolve images, the resulted feature maps are sensitive to large 
translation, rotation, and scaling changes. It is still an open problem as to whether 
that can be solved by simply including more training samples with diverse 
transformations. Secondly, since computational efficiency and memory overhead are 
emphasized in particular in CBIR, it would be beneficial to consider those constraints 
in the structure design of deep learning networks.   
 
Unsupervised exploration of large databases 
With regard to the context of the current input database images is not applied in 
traditional content-based retrieval techniques, the content remains a secondary factor. 
Database label information usually does not include any constraint to a database 
image, with the potential number to match unlimited to relatively unsophisticated 
techniques for applying a more limited form of training-learning algorithms, which 
is to say that the algorithms which apply training methods with few degrees of 
 
 
freedom are used, and can be applied only in CBIR. If the database is large, then it is 
expected that there exist subsets of images and subsets of them which are relevant to 
each other.  
 
An extensible end-to-to-end Image retrieval framework 
The image retrieval framework has features such as image extraction, image code 
learning, feature quantization, feature extraction, etc. They are programmed to look 
specifically for retrieval tasks, and they are independently optimized for each 
purpose. On the other hand, if we explore the convolutional neural network (CNN) 
we can find a very close analogy to the BoW model. Also, the convolution filters in 
the CNNs work similarly to the codebook model, as they extract words from the 
codebook. Although efficient dense learning is possible if the learned feature vector 
has a few representatives, using the inverted index for image search is also makes 
sense. The above CNN uses collaboratively optimized modules that are not quite the 
same as the BoW modules but are optimized for image classification in conjunction 
with other algorithms. We may use an analogy that represents the indexing and 
retrieval of the images as well as a framework to help us create a design paradigm in 
which features are both input and output based on the traditional key-related that does 
not need to explicitly use the indexing and scanning. 
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